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CUPE 3324 and IEMS 
September 18th, 
2020 10:00pm – 

12:00pm 

 
In Attendance 

CUPE Jason Woodbury Alice Rice 
 Eric Thorsteinson Jed Burt 
  Dan MacDonald 
   

   

   

IEMS Darcy Clinton Shawn Westbury 
 Amanda Landry Jeremy Measham 
 Claude Gavin Beth Simkins-Burrows 
 Melissa Clinton Phillip Pollard 

Absent 

CUPE Bill MacKinnon,  Annie MacPhee 
IEMS Melissa Clinton  

Invited 
Guest 

 

Recording 
Secretary 

Jed Burt 

 
 

 
1. Meeting Called to Order at 10:10 am 

 
2. Approval of Minutes from June 3, 2020 Meeting 

 
3. Approval of Agenda 

a. Follow Ups from June 3 2020 

 
i. CEUS 

1. A member has voiced concern in regards to earning CEUS during 
the COVI-19 pandemic. Can HPEI grant an extension on licensing 
deadlines? The online courses provided by IEMS will count as 
CEUS.  Darcy confirmed that CPR and ACLS expire dates were 
waved and they granted extensions because the difficulty getting 
courses during COVID.  Darcy also stated that it is up to Dept of 
Health to extend on licensing and with the current situation they 
may do this if there is a request but that would have to be done 
individually.  
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ii. Job Sharing 

1. Would IEMS entertain the idea of job sharing? For example: two 
staff sharing a 100% position. IEMS is concerned about the human 
resource implications that are connected to this type of 
arrangement and would have to be considered. 
IEMS not entertaining at this time.  Still a consideration. 
Darcy, Beth, Jason to meet.   

 

 
iii. Stratford Base 

1. CUPE tabled a list of concerns that staff have concerning the 
Stratford base. 

a. Three beds in one bedroom forcing staff have the opposite 
sex or same gender to sleep in the same room. Article 29.05 
states there are to be sleeping quarters and sleeping beds. 
CUPE reps will tour the base for themselves. 

i. IEMS states there are also couches and cots that staff 
could rest or sleep on. 

ii. Staff are sleeping or resting in their full uniform 
b. No stove. Toaster oven is not big enough. 

i. A hotplate and toaster oven were provided for staff 
due to Crossroads Fire Dept. voicing a concern over 
the stove being left on possibly. 

c. Dispatch working out of the same small space 
i. Dispatch will only be working out of the backup site 

during emergencies. They will not be there on a 
regular basis. 

d. Location of parking spaces 
i. IEMS is working with CRFD to relocate some of the 

spaces 
e. Stairs to medic area – will the dept. be training on these 

stairs? 
i. IEMS isn’t positive if they will be or not. But CRFD will 

notify if and when they will be training. 
f. Cleaning Supplies are needed for the medic area 

Follow Up: Darcy is questioning the concern. Will 
have Allison to look into this matter.           
 

iv. Base Wifi 
1. The wifi isn’t working for the staff. IT is supposed to be doing a 

retrofit this year. 
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Follow Up:  IEMS still getting 2020 as the fixed date 
 
 
 

 
v. Maternity Leave Top Up 

1. How does the top up work for someone who is in a 100% 
permanent position but is working a 50% term position at the time 
of going on maternity leave? 
Follow Up:  Closed and Addressed 

 
 
 
 
 

New Topics CUPE 

 
vi. CoVid 19 

1. CUPE commends IEMS for the creation of the COVID positions 
being posted. 

2. Support Desk.  
a.  Duty to Accommodate if not what his is for.  Allowing 

members accommodation cause of Maternity issues is 
suitable for this Not for someone with surgery issues.   

b. Beth advised that the Clinical Support Desk would be 
posted this fall.   Darcy Agreed  

c. Jason brought up the Bruce Decision from Oct 19/19 it not 
a secret. The process that IEMS using is flawed, unfair, 
unreasonable and incomplete.  He requested that himself 
and another Union exec. To meet and come up with a hiring 
process.  

 
vii. Incident Reporting            

Requesting when there is an incident reported (Unit #75 has 
broken handle) than members are able to see that it been 
reported.  Would save on things not being reported and would 
also prevent over reporting  
Darcy says that IEMS is working on a system for this. Would like 
to see the incident be over reported than not reported.   Staff will 
not see incident reports on personal. 
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viii.  Denied Vacation Requests  
Members have concerns on the number of Vacation hours that 
have been denied.  
 
Darcy stated that there was 13000 U/A (Unavailable Hours) put in 
via Casuals and PT. The U/A is what causing the Vacation Short 
falls.  
 
Jason stated that Casuals have the right to refuse shifts. CUPE 
put forward Provincial PT positions as an option for IEMS which 
they haven’t done so. 
 
Darcy stated that PT “Positions would not work cause staff do not 
want to work in Alberton, Souris and Montague.  
 
Jason advised that you would have control of 50%, as they will 
be schedule 
 
Darcy stated that FT Floats would be better for IEMS.  CUPE 
agrees. Darcy and Beth will take this back.  
 
Dan requested about member giving back a top up shift. How much 
time is required in advance? Jason responded that when a member 
receives the accepted shift that it is theirs.  
 

 
ix. Trucks going un-staff and working at or below ECO, 

 Dan stated about transfers when at ECO, and what is number of 
units available for ECO.  Darcy responded it is 6 Units.  5 Units or 
below, all transferred are put on hold.  

 
Amanda would like to know date and times when this happens 
cause it isn’t suppose to be occurring.   
 
Alice stated, No one will write up Dispatch cause they are scared 
what could be done.  
 
Jason stated; Things are getting worse and something going to 
give. The workload has increased and the elastic band is being 
stretched and will break. Something needs to be done.  
 
Darcy stated if they are not being notified they can’t look into the 
matter. IEMS needs to know 

     
 

Jason asked if Health PEI aware of all the unstaffed trucks in the 
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province in which Darcy responded that they do know.  
Jason not blaming IEMS directly, but with IEMS has staffed 
trucks doing COVID testing and UPEI soccer field is adding to the 
concern. 
 

 
x. Casuals being held back for sick calls  

Questioning HR practice is to hold back scheduling casuals so 
are able to cover sick calls and denying members requests for 
time off.  With Darcy responding that casuals are used all the 
time and scheduled.  Dan advised that members are with 
impression that this does happen.  

 
 

xi. Base Cleaning                 
It was asked when base cleaning are done.  Claude responded it 
was done in the West approx. 1 to 1 ½ months ago. Some talking 
about it back and forth and it was decided that the cleaning would 
be place on a schedule. 

 

xii. Base Supplies Delivers 
It was requested about deliveries of supplies be delivered to the 
bases in the West. At the moment all supplies will be delivered to 
Summerside and sometimes they don’t always make it to 
Alberton/O’Leary. IEMS will look at getting this practice change so 
supplies will be delivered to the requested bases.        

 
 

xiii. Posting back to bases 
After a call in the West, units from the west get posted to Kinkora. 
Western trucks are requesting that instead of Kinkora would it be 
possible to consider Wellington instead. Darcy responded; IEMS 
will look into it.  
Jason requested that the O’Leary 10-10 SSP truck should be able 
to cover for Summerside 6, O’Leary 6:30 and Alberton 8:00 shift 
changes.  Matt responded; it doesn’t always work that well in the 
system.  Shawn added; that they (IEMS) get that staff doesn’t 
always want to move to cover off.  Alice brought up that the 
Montague trucks always end up in North River.   Amanda advised 
that staff look at it as a single unit… Comms have to look at it as 
18 different units and each unit is not totally aware what the plans 
are. Staff is able to request a different plan and might work. 
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xiv. Truck trading out for maintenance 

If trucks require maintenance is it possible to trade out the trucks 
during the day if possible or dispatch advise staff as they are 
logging on that a truck trade needs to be done.  If truck trades not 
were done at late hour, when it could be done easily the next day. 
Darcy responded; it going to happen when it need to be done. 
Phillip responded; that sometimes it later on that evening before 
they are advised of upcoming truck maintenance.  
 

xv. Meal Breaks  
It is requested that COMMS will allow meal breaks when it 
possible.  
 

xvi. Scheduling   
System is busy enough to acquire a FT scheduler with CUPE 
requesting that it be a FT union position. 

 
xvii. Back to School COVID policy 

In event a member’s child has been sent home from school 
causing the member having to leave work. Could the member’s 
hours be covered under COVID time?  Beth responded; HR is in 
discussions with a HR company. Status Quo at this time and if 
things change they will address it.  IEMS do allow different 
situations. Company look offline  

 
xviii. Truck Postings  

Trucks are being posted to Cherry Valley with no washrooms. 
Wondering if IEMS would consider Vernon River FH as a posting.  
Darcy responded; IEMS will talk with the fire department  

 
xix. Up coming storms  

Jason just wanted to make sure IEMS is ready for upcoming storms. 
IEMS responded; they are, places are in place in case of power 
failures. Charlottetown and Summerside have generators. 

 
xx.  Chute times.  

Darcy brought up between 11PM to 4 AM staff are not meeting the 
times. Chute times are above 2 min. Normal hours staff are doing 
great.  

 
xxi. Cleaning Units 

Units are being left and not cleaned. IEMS just requesting the staff 
have their unit cleaned before leaving from the shift 
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Meeting Adjourned 11:20 am 

 
 
 

4. Next Meeting 
i. Decided offline 

 
 
 
 

Respectfully submitted and approved by: 

 

 

                                                  
 
 

 

Jason Woodbury, CUPE 3324 Darcy Clinton, IEMS 


